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                                                                                                                              Kayak Trailers
   (52 Products)
Shop our collection of kayak trailers, the easiest way to transport your boat to the ocean or river. With hundreds of kayak trailers for sale, you can easily narrow your search with the filters to find your perfect boat hauler.
                                    
            
                                                    
            
                                                    
            


	                                    
            
                            Frequently Asked Questions
Are kayak trailers worth it?


Yes, kayak trailers are worth the investment if you frequently transport your kayaks, especially several times per week or over a long distance.



Do they make trailers for kayaks?


A kayak trailer is one of the best solutions to transport a kayak.



What is the advantage of a kayak trailer?


Kayak trailers assist in moving around boats while reducing the stress on your vehicles.



How much weight can kayak trailers handle?


The weight capacity of kayak trailers will depend on the model. They range from 400 pounds in the lighter-use trailers to 1000+ pounds in the more robust options.



How fast can kayak trailers go?


The speed limit for towing a kayak trailer varies depending on state laws, but it generally ranges from 55 to 65 miles per hour.



                        
            
      [image: kayak trailer]Tow Your Boat with Ease Using One of Our Kayak Trailers!
If you need to transport multiple boats with plenty of extra gear, a kayak trailer is the way to go. Though if you’d prefer to strap your boat to your rooftop or pickup truck, we have several kayak racks,  J-cradle racks and stacker racks available for quick, single boat trips. But with a trailer, you can load up a couple of extra boats, a bike, a cooler, and all sorts of other things for your expedition. If that's the case - you need a high-quality kayak trailer!
Find the Perfect Kayak Trailer!
Here at Outdoorplay, we have the best kayak trailers for sale. These are cost-effective, versatile, and can be purchased in various sizes and styles! Use our filtering options to choose the trailer size you need from:
	Single kayak trailers
	Double kayak trailers
	Four kayak trailers

All these kayaking trailer options are for sale from the top brands in the industry, like Malone and SylvanSport. Here at Outdoorplay, you'll find only the best of the best at prices that work for your budget!
These trailers are a great way to transport your boat because they allow more kayaks and gear to be loaded, saving you space on your roof, tailgate, or even inside your vehicle or truck bed! Many of these come with a second tier for more space-saving capabilities, and they are also far more accessible to load up than your typical roof rack.
You may need a simple, single-boat trailer. Or you're looking for a 4-kayak trailer so you and your whole family or friends can travel easily together. Whatever the case, you'll find the perfect travel trailers here.
Other Kayak Storage Essentials, Gear, and Accessories
Along with kayaking trailers, racks, and other transportation essentials - you'll find all the kayak storage racks you need, along with storage bags to keep your boat in pristine condition and out of the way while not in use. And if you’re in the market, you can find your next kayak for sale to make your next adventure as fun, comfortable, and safe as possible!
Shop now and enjoy free shipping, price matching, and a 100% money-back guarantee. Not sure which trailer is right for you? Give us a call, email, or start a chat, and we'll get you set up with precisely what you need at a price that fits your budget.
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                                                                        Shop With Confidence
100% Satisfaction Guarantee & Easy Returns
We want you to be happy with your Outdoorplay experience. If you are not satisfied with the product or service you receive, please contact us immediately and we will work with you to remedy the situation so you can get back to enjoying the outdoors.
When your order arrives, inspect all items carefully to confirm they meet your expectations. If for any reason an item does not, you may return it for your money back! For more information on our return policy, please click here.
FREE and Fast Shipping
We offer FREE standard shipping on orders over $49 to anywhere in the contiguous United States.*
*Exclusions apply to oversized products, certain brands like Hobie and Point 65 N, International, and Alaska/Hawaii/US Territories.
Expedited shipping options are also available during checkout.
Most orders ship the same day if ordered by 1pm PST.
To view our full shipping policy, including shipping delivery times, click here.
Price Match Guarantee
We know that making an investment in new gear involves a number of decisions, including evaluating the best price. The prices you see listed on our website are among the most competitive you will find anywhere!
If you find a lower price on an identical product from one of our competitors, you're covered under our Price Match Guarantee. We'll match their price, which means you can enjoy shopping and not worry that you'd be getting a better deal elsewhere!
Our goal is to make this policy simple and hassle-free. You will find that we respond to your requests quickly and in most cases can approve the price match the same day.
To request a price match please call us at 1-800-994-4327.
To view our entire Price Match policy, click here.
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OUTDOORPLAY REWARDS


Start earning points today!

CLICK TO JOIN          This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website.            See our privacy policy          
           OK                        SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE

OUTDOORPLAY STANDS BEHIND EVERY TRANSACTION
*Exclusions apply. Click for details.
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    Name Your Own Price!
    Don’t like the price you see? Make your own offer.
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